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The power industry is one of the national economic and social development of 
basic industries. With the development of the reform of electricity market, the power 
grid companies and power companies no longer take the responsibility of the exercise 
of government functions and the Government's commitment .As the main electricity 
market and corporate mainstay of the national macro-control and market supervision, 
participate in the market Competition and market-oriented operation. So interest will 
be the main driving force for the investment activities of the power enterprises. 
Therefore, in order to adapt to the need of new form of enterprise. Development 
power companies must accelerate the building of a modern enterprise system in 
accordance with the "PRC Company Law" and comsumate the corporate structure. 
With the establishment of the enterprise system, the enterprise's internal control 
system is particularly important . 
As one of the core of the modern enterprise system, internal control is not only 
the key to enhance competitiveness and performance, but also the effective protection 
policy of stakeholders in the institutional arrangements, effective internal control 
system and business process work closely with its establishment, Sound and the 
implementation of enterprise production and management is the key to success. With 
the help of  literature trace, the Chinese enterprise system of internal control is 
becoming more and more mature, but few study especially for power 
companies ,except for the North China Electric Power University .therefore, there are 
a lot of chance for this study. 
Based on this, I use the internal control theory on my thesis  and COSO 
framework of the five elements which are the internal control environment, risk 
assessment, control activities, monitoring, information and communication, 
combining the power of the status of their internal control analysis. My thesis tries to 
point out the problems of the current internal power enterprises on the current control 














principle of internal control building, the basic requirements and steps and the basic 
method of thinking and how to improve the internal control .I hope that my thesis will  
play a reference on the establishment of the electricity enterprise Control and 
improvement of the system . 
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